MANSFIELD ENERGY
Consigned Fuel Program

Share Bulk Fuel Savings across
Multiple Entities
The Mansfield Consigned Fuel Program enables organizations
to gain bulk fuel purchase discounts as a single entity while
conveniently tracking purchase transactions across multiple
entities, users, platforms and fueling modes. The program helps

The Consigned Fuel
Program provides:

organizations maximize working capital, control on-site fueling,

Pay as you pump capabilities

and fully automate inventory and management to relieve

Entity, site and driver-level reporting

administrative burdens.

Flexible invoice and reporting
permissions
Automatic agency-specific billing
and collections
Automatic accruals and cost
distribution
Utilization of fuel system assets
for multiple cost centers
Monthly tank reconciliation

HOW IT WORKS
Mansfield buys the initial existing inventory in each consigned
tank. Then, with remote access to card readers and tank gauges,
the program tracks daily inventory levels and tank compliance.
The tanks can be networked for access by all sharing entities or
restricted to only a limited number.
Mansfield then bills each entity separately as they fuel from the
consigned tank. This process is automated and electronically
delivered with detail of each transaction supporting the invoice.
It is streamlined, automated and helps to accurately account for
usage across multiple entities.
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MANSFIELD ENERGY
Consigned Fuel Program
Reduce Cost, Increase Control,
Automate Billing
SITUATION
A government agency with
265 billing agencies across
110 locations, 200 tanks,
16,000 vehicles and 19,000
drivers wanted to gain control over its scattered fuel usage,
inventory and billing.

SOLUTION
Mansfield recommended a Consigned Fuel Program to
centralize procurement while tracking usage. The agency was
able to utilize their card reader units and implemented a mix
of inventory gauges with customized proprietary cards all
managed via Mansfield’s FuelNet solution.

BENEFITS
The agency saves costs in fuel purchasing from indexed pricing
and with the multiple user, online interface, they are able to

How to Get Started
Let Mansfield design a Consigned Fuel
Program tailored for your savings goals
and organizational needs. We will
perform a consultation to design a
best practice program that gives you
significant bulk fuel savings and
accountability across multiple entities.
Contact your Mansfield representative
or the Consigned Fuel Experts today.
800-695-6626
info@mansfieldoil.com

perform tank reconciliation, capture program fees, and enjoy
fully automated and managed inventory.

ABOUT MANSFIELD ENERGY
Serving North America's leading companies, organizations and governments, Mansfield Energy provides innovative
solutions to the most demanding energy procurement, supply and logistics challenges. Offering a broad range of solutions
including fuels, natural gas, data management tools and price risk management services, Mansfield Energy delivers over
3 billion gallons of fuel and complementary products annually to 5,000 customers across the U.S. and Canada. Mansfield
Energy is headquartered in Georgia and operates in every U.S. state and Canadian province.
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